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The destruction of the Oceans everyone’s concern. 

White - as far as the eyes can see. Cold, bitter cold. Sounds of howling winds, crackling ice 
and the gakking of penguins fill the air intermittently to break the silence. Can you imagine 
living in a desert - of ice? A desert where temperatures plummet to below 80 degrees Celsius 
in winter? And the hottest temperature ever recorded was 18 degrees Celsius. Well, that’s 
where I have lived all my life - Antarctica - a place many people claim as a hostile, untamed 
land - and yet for me - it’s home.   

Hello, my name is Pingu. I’m an adelie penguin. As you can see, my home has been polluted 
by humans.  Many of you did not notice it or don’t even care about it but me and my community 
have been suffering for years and the terrible thing is every day we lose our loved ones. In 
addition, it is so frustrating yet terrifying every time we think about it. Here I would like to tell 
you how bad the destruction is. 

The ocean is the main source of food for us and you guys too but there is where we find our 
food. Every morning, parents will go hunting in the hope that we can catch as much as we can 
for our kids but because of humans it’s becoming more and more difficult to find food near our 
homes. One day, as we ventured out for food, there was a black liquid all over the ocean and 
it was very viscous. Some of us got into the black mess and couldn’t swim and started to 
drown. I had no idea what it was and swam away from it and continued hunting. When I got 
home after my catch, I saw that many of my friends who went hunting that day had not 
returned. At a meeting that night, one of the penguins said, “There must be something wrong 
with the liquid because it killed so many fish and also some of our friends.” Everyone agreed. 
Skipper, our leader, informed us that the black liquid was oil and it was spilled because an 
iceberg hit the ship that was carrying the oil.” I stared blankly at him, not knowing what to say.                

The next day, I was up and ready to hunt. Rico and Kowalski, my friends, decided that we 
should hunt together. Glad for some company, we headed out to the ocean. Plunging into the 
icy cold water, we experienced the thrill of swimming and darting around in the blue waters. 
Dashing here and there, we enjoyed the freedom and speed but always kept a lookout for 
seals and sharks, our main predators. Noticing some ice floes, we decided to get on to them 
and rest awhile. “Let’s hunt for krill today,” suggested Kowalski. “Nah, let’s dive deeper for 
some squid,” retorted Rico. The idea of diving deep appealed to us and in a flash, we were in 
the water. Moving farther away from the surface, deep into the blue ocean, we couldn't see 
any squid. There was an uncanny stillness in the water but we swam on. Then, giant waves 
and ripples were upon us. The smell of blood was everywhere and we realised it - there must 
be a feeding frenzy nearby. Glimpses of orca feeding and chasing seals shocked us out of our 
revelry. We turned tail and swam for our lives back to the ice floes. 

 Panting for breath, we felt so lucky to be alive. Looking around, we saw many other penguins 
hunting for food. As there was not much choice in the menu, we dived in again and went after 
krill. Even that was difficult to find as there were so many of us hunting and waiting to fill our 
stomachs. Swimming even further, we didn’t realise we had gone far from our ice floe. Being 
sleek and efficient swimmers, we came upon a swarm of krill. Darting in and out of the swarm, 
we ate to our stomach’s content - well almost. We suddenly realised there was a bigger 



 

 

predator aiming for the krill as well. Not wanting to be their quarry this time, we fled from the 
leopard seals. They had apparently not noticed us, or so I thought.  

Heart hammering in my chest, I made it to the ice floe. I looked around waiting for Kowalski 
and Rico.  Rico then jumped on to the ice floe next to me. “Where’s Kowalski?” I asked. Rico 
put down his head - “He didn’t make it. The leopard seal was too fast.” I couldn’t believe it. I 
didn’t understand. We travel almost 200 kilometres just to procure a meal to survive and we 
lose our lives for that? Why is our food so scarce? Why do we need to be hungry almost every 
day? I shook my head. “What should we do?” “How do we survive?” The questions kept on 
going in my head.   

Honestly speaking, there are various factors on why the ocean has become so badly affected 
and polluted. One of the main reasons – climate change. In this modern day that we are living 
in now, global warming has become a major talking point. The scorching heat that enters the 
Earth’s atmosphere melts the icebergs in the Arctic and Antarctic regions and as a result, 
raises the ocean level tremendously. The melted ice caps and glaciers contaminate the water 
which threatens all aquatic life living in the oceans. On the other hand, the increase in 
temperature also has another negative impact as the concentration of oxygen in oceans will 
be limited which only kills more aquatic creatures. As a result, there will also be a disruption 
in the aquatic ecosystem as well. As our source of food becomes scarce, we need to go further 
into the open seas to get food. This puts us in more danger. 

 

In conclusion, I believe that I already listed out and explained the factors that affect me and 
my communities. It is not a joke when thousands of us die because of you guys, I love my 
families as well as you do hence please give full cooperation to stop or put a boundary before 
it gets out of hand. Do not worry because we may return your favour by taking care of our 
species thus the next generation of you may get to know about us and see us in reality.  
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